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Abstract—This paper presents a method to optimize equipment
investments in multizonal transmission systems, considering spa-
tial properties of the areas of focus. Together with a probabilistic
technique for assessing nodal injection capability, the method in
the paper completes the methodology of a long term transmission
system planning tool. Transmission topology, line route and
technology are optimized through iterative application of linear
integer programming and Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.
By optimizing the transmission route, the spatial properties
of the area of focus are taken into account, which in turn
can significantly influence the installation costs of transmission
equipment. The optimization method considers both AC and DC
technology and takes the N-1 security criterion into account.
Index Terms—Transmission System Expansion Planning,
Transmission System Optimization, Optimal Cable Routing,
HVDC, Transmission System Investments
I. INTRODUCTION
Transmission system investment optimization is a difficult
task due to the non-linear, non-convex and mixed-integer
nature of the optimization problem. The market liberalization
and integration of energy from renewable energy sources
introduce additional difficulties. In the liberalized market, the
optimal dispatch of generators in different price zones with
different rules must be taken into account in order to maximize
social welfare for a transnational transmission network. When
renewable power flows begin to dominate a network, new
combinations of generation and load become possible and
occur in a wider range. Yet in classical transmission system
investment optimization, injections of generators have usually
been assumed as being fixed [1].
In literature, a large number of transmission system op-
timization methodologies exist. Mathematical optimization
methods include linear programming [1]–[6], quadratic pro-
gramming , non-linear programming [7], integer programming
and mixed-integer programming [8]–[15] and their combi-
nations. For high dimensional non-convex problems these
methods become computationally expensive and have been
enhanced by heuristic methods. The most popular include
sensitivity analysis [16]–[22], genetic algorithms [23]–[29],
simulated annealing [30], [31], tabu search [32]–[34] and
particle swarm optimization [35]. Also game theory based
methods can be considered as heuristic methods, as the game
follows some predefined rules [36]. Most successful optimiza-
tion achieves scalability by decomposing the problem at hand
into different parts [4].
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A key short coming of available planning methodologies
is that the probabilistic nature of renewable generation and
demand is not considered. For large transnational investments
robustness is essential. If the transmission system planning
is scenario based, both over investment or under investment
could occur. This is because scenario studies may easily
overestimate future generation capacities. At the same time,
they could miss extreme cases of flow that require special
reinforcement.
Another important issue which is neglected by most plan-
ning methodologies is the possibility of using HVDC technol-
ogy. The optimal topology and rating of a transmission system
may change in the case of HVDC technology. Especially for
high power ratings, long distances and submarine applications,
HVDC is an attractive possible solution. Additionally, VSC
HVDC offers flexibility due to the ability of controlling power
flow and voltage in the existing grid. Therefore the possibility
of grid expansion using HVDC should be considered. Cur-
rent methodologies also tend to neglect cabling (installation
of overhead lines vs. underground cabling) and routing of
the transmission system although they influence transmission
system costs and therefore the optimal solution. The decision
of building overhead lines or underground cables as well
using HVAC or HVDC technology is influenced by different
geographic, environmental and sociological conditions which
should be taken into account. The topology, rating, technology,
cabling and routing of transmission systems are interdependent
and should be optimized together as such.
This paper proposes a methodology to optimize routing,
technology, ratings and cabling of transnational transmission
systems by iteratively using MILP optimization and Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm. The necessary input for the optimiza-
tion is determined using probabilistic techniques taking the
merit order of generation units into account as described in
[37]. The N-1 criterion is respected during the design of the
transnational transmission system.
II. PROPOSED PLANNING METHODOLOGY AND
OPTIMIZATION METHOD
The proposed optimization methodology is part of a long
term planning tool to stepwise optimize transmission system
investments for large scale renewable integration as depicted
in fig. 1. It is divided in three major parts for each time step of
the planning horizon. First, the necessary optimal transmission
capability between two price zones is calculated. The optimal
interconnection power can be approximated using a market
model considering the merit order of generators in both zones
and linear cost functions for the necessary transmission expan-
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For each time step in planning horizon
1.) Optimize rating for interconnection, based on market
optimization
Set of candidate nodes, Nb
Total interconnection power, P inter
2.) Calculate the maximum power injection capability of
candidate nodes using probabilistic optimal load flow
Maximum power injection
capabilities, ~XMPIC
3.) Optimize topology, technology, cabling and routing
for interconnectors
Fig. 1: Overview of the long term transmission planning method for large
scale renewable integration. The focus of this paper in on the optimization
method of Step 3.
sion. In the second step, the maximum power injection capabil-
ity of candidate nodes for the interconnectors are calculated,
which serve as input for the topology optimization. During
the calculation, the uncertainty in generation and demand and
their effects on the merit order of committed generators is
taken into account. A methodology to calculate the maximum
power injection capability of the under laying grid is provided
in [37].
The focus of this paper is on the third step of the long
term planning tool. The aim of the optimization method in
this step is to find the best transmission topology, technology,
cabling and routing between two zones for a given total
interconnection power, based on the power injection capability
of the chosen candidate nodes. The optimal routing, cabling
option and technology of a transmission link will be different
depending on the link’s rated power. At the same time, when
these elements are optimized, their cost will reduce, possibly
changing the importance of that link in the optimization of
topology.
If all the optimal solutions per path and power rating are
known, the optimal topology can be determined using linear
integer programming. It is however a time intensive prospect
to calculate the optimal route, technology and cabling option
for every possible power rating and every possible path. The
method explained in this paper separates the coupled problem
into two dependent sub-problems: the selection of topology
and rating of an electrical network, and the discovery of a least
cost path which combines the factors of routing, technology
and cabling. The two problems are iteratively solved in turn.
Topology and rating are first optimized using mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP), but based only on fixed average
costs per branch. Only the branches chosen in the first stage
for a given iteration are optimally routed using Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm [38]. Sequentially, the average costs
used in the first stage are updated based on the results of
the optimal routing algorithm for the next iteration. This
way, the computation time can be decreased significantly. The
case study of this paper shows that global solutions are still
approached.
Fig. 2 depicts the optimization method. To solve the opti-
mization problem, the maximum power injection capabilities
of a selected set of buses have to be known. This input is
.
Calculate average costs using optimal
routing algorithm with low resolution
1.) Optimize topology with MILP algo-
rithm using average costs e=(MW  km)
SECTION III
Optimal rating of each branch
2.) Find shortest route, best technology
and best cabling of selected paths
SECTION V
Minimum costs of each selected path
Save result
4.) Perform N-1 analysis, reinforce
necessary paths and rank solutions
Convergence or
iteration limit?
3.) Update
average costs
of selected paths
SECTION IV
NO
YES
Fig. 2: Iterative optimization of transmission topology, technology, cabling
and routing
determined in the second step of the afore mentioned long
term planning method (fig. 1).
Initially, average costs for each possible branch are deter-
mined, which are used as input for the MILP optimization.
To save computation time, these costs are determined using
the optimal routing algorithm with a low spatial resolution.
The average costs have the dimension e=MW . A detailed
explanation of the cost calculation is given in Section IV.
In the first step, the transmission system topology is opti-
mized using MILP. In this step the rating of each branch is
optimized, using the average costs and the distance between
buses. The objective function and constraints of the MILP
optimization are described in Section III.
In the second step, the optimal routing, technology and
cabling of each selected path is determined. To do so, spatial
information of the investigated area is required. Based on the
spatial information, different sub areas with different spatial
weights for each technology and cabling option are defined.
These spatial weights are translated into costs to be used in
the optimal routing algorithm, which is described in Section V.
The output of the optimal routing algorithm are the minimum
costs, the optimal route, the technology and cabling option for
each selected transmission path and power rating.
In the third step, the average costs of selected paths are
updated using the output of the optimal routing algorithm. The
obtained topology is saved and the routine is repeated until
the objective function value of the MILP algorithm and the
optimal routing algorithm converge or a certain number of
iterations is reached. After the iterative optimization, circuit
additions are made to the obtained transmission solutions to
fulfill the N-1 security criterion.
III. MILP OPTIMIZATION OF TOPOLOGY AND RATING
Using a desired interconnection power P inter as input, the
goal of the MILP optimization is to find the optimal rating of
3branches in a given set of possible branches. Possible ratings
are restricted to discrete values given by the 1Nk vector
k = [k1; k2; : : : ; kNk ] (1)
where Nk is the number of possible ratings allowed. The
set of possible branches consists of all possible branches
between candidate nodes. If there are Nn candidate nodes,
Nb = Nn!=(2  (Nn   2)!) possible branches exist.
The search space consists of Ns = 2  Nb  Nk variables.
The interconnector can be comprised of multiple tie-lines and
branches, and the final optimal configuration may require flow
in different directions. Each branch may affect maximum pos-
sible injections of other nodes in a manner unsymmetrical with
direction. To account for asymmetry and flow cancellation, two
decision matrices of size NbNk are used in the formulation
to indicate a given topology and capacity design, with the
definition for positive paths being:
U+ =

ui;j = 1 if branch i with rating j selected
0 otherwise (2)
and the definition for U  being similar. Each branch can
have at most one capacity specified and a path cannot be
selected to be both forward and backward (i.e. the element-
wise product and sum or Frobenius norm of the decision
matrices
P
i
P
j U
+
ijU
 
ij = 0). Some branches are also tie-
lines as marked by the indicator Nb  1 vector
t =

1 if branch i is a tie line
0 otherwise : (3)
The actual capacities selected are a Nb  1 vector
K =
 
U+   U   k (4)
where sign ofK indicates intended direction of flow to achieve
P inter.
The topology optimization problem is formulated as the
minimization of a total capacity cost Ccap while meeting or ex-
ceeding the desired interconnection power and not exceeding
maximum injection capabilities:
min
8 U+; U 
2 BNbNk
Ccap =
 
U+ + U 

:

~1
 k

 ~C : L (5)
=
X
i
X
j
 
U+ij + U
 
ij
 Ki  ~CijLij
s:t:
P inter   U+ + U  : t
 k (6)
PMPIC  MPIC 
 
U+ + U 
  k (7)
K; 8 i 2 [1; Nb]  Ki (8)
where ~Cij and Lij denote an average cost and length respec-
tively for every possible branch i and rating j, PMPIC is a
column vector with the nodal maximum power injection capa-
bility andMPIC is a matrix defining the change in maximum
power injection capabilities due to flows on selected candidate
branches. The methodology to calculate PMPIC and MPIC
are provided in appendix A. K is the maximum allowable
capacity of a single line dictated by reliability concerns. As
indicated in the expansion (5), the “:” operator in (5) and
(6) is the sum over an elementwise product or Frobenius
product, while “” denotes a regular matrix multiplication or
inner product and 
 the outer product.
Constraint (6) states that the sum of power ratings of
interconnecting branches has to be more than or equal to the
total interconnection power. P inter is the total interconnection
power provided by the long term planning tool. Constraint (7)
describes Kirchhoff’s current law and states that the maximum
power injection capability of connected nodes may not be
exceeded. PMPIC is a Nn  1 vector containing maximum
power injection capabilities of candidate buses. If there is
a power injection or withdrawal in one node, the maximum
power injection capabilities of other nodes will change, which
is expressed by MPIC . The dependence of PMPIC on grid
design should be robustly determined according to the the
probabilistic nature of generation and demand as well as
the merit order of existing generators into account using the
methodology provided in [37].
Constraint (8) states that the power rating of a selected
branch i must not exceed a defined maximum rating k, as
determined by the technology associated with that branch in
the current iteration.
The optimization problem is implemented in MATLAB. The
SCIP solver is used to solve the MILP problem [39].
IV. CALCULATION AND UPDATE OF AVERAGE COST
MATRIX ~C
The average transmission system costs in e=MW are in-
versely proportional to the rating of the transmission system. A
given technology will achieve a desired link capacity by using
an integer number of lines. This introduces a discontinuity in
the dependence of cost on link capacities, as shown in fig. 3a.
If different technologies and cabling options are considered,
the number of discontinuities found in the neighborhood of a
given link capacity value can increase. Instead, either technol-
ogy may be cheapest depending on the nominal capacity range.
A local minimum always comes next to such discontinuities,
and this complicates the optimization of the topology. Fig. 3a
also demonstrates that there can be multiple breakeven values
to guide a choice of technology 1 or 2. Fig. 3b shows that
for different power ratings of the interconnector, different
technologies might provide the cheapest solution.
To provide average costs for the first iteration, the costs per
MW for each possible path at the maximum power rating
of one system are calculated. The calculation is performed
for four different possibilities, namely AC underground cables
(AC UGC), AC overhead lines (AC OHL), DC underground
cables (DC UGC) and DC overhead lines (DC OHL), using the
optimal routing algorithm with a low spatial resolution. In the
same way, the costs at the maximum power rating of a single
path, K (e.g. on one tower of overhead transmission lines)
are calculated. The costs at power ratings other than the afore
mentioned ratings are obtained using a linear approximation
of the calculated costs (fig. 4a).
After each iteration, the costs of selected paths and power
ratings are updated using the costs calculated with the optimal
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(b) Costs per MW for two possible branches of the case
study depicted in fig. 6. The cheapest technology option for
each power range is indicated.
Fig. 3: Average transmission system costs in e/ MW as a function of rated
power in MW
routing algorithm with higher resolution. The costs at all other
power ratings are recalculated using linear interpolation and
extrapolation of the updated costs (Fig. 4b). The MILP might
get stuck in a local optimum if no penalty functions are used
while updating the average costs. Therefore, if the costs after
the route optimization are lower than the assumed average
costs, the average costs of not selected branches are decreased.
In contrary, if the costs after route optimization are higher than
the assumed average costs, the costs for the selected branch
are increased for all power ratings. This way, new branches
and power ratings become more attractive during the MILP
optimization.
V. OPTIMAL ROUTING FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
FROM COST GRAPH
In transmission investment planning, it is not sufficient to
consider only overhead lines for this purpose. Due to increased
public opposition, permissions to build overhead lines (OHL)
are hard to obtain [40]. When it comes to AC UGC, the
possible transmission distance is limited due to the high cable
capacitance and the resulting charging currents. Therefore DC
transmission has to be considered as well.
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MW
e=MW
(a) Calculation of average costs for initial MILP
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Pmax;AC OHL
Pmax;DC OHL
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MW
e=MW
(b) Update of average costs after each iteration . Red line
indicates the costs used in the next iteration
Fig. 4: Calculation of initial and updated average costs for the MILP opti-
mization. Crosses indicate costs calculated by the optimal routing algorithm.
Dots indicate extrapolated costs.
The route and transmission technology are interdependent.
Additionally, the installation costs for different technologies
depend on the type of soil, land acquisition costs and other
factors. It is therefore important to optimize the cabling option
(OHL vs. UGC), technology (HVAC vs. HVDC) and the
transmission route at the same time.
The installation costs for transmission equipment depend on
spatial properties of the area of focus. Therefore, a map of the
area is discretized to a grid of spatial points pi = [xi; yi] of
size NxNy . To be able to optimize the technology together
with the cabling option, the four technologies of AC OHL,
AC UGC, DC OHL and DC UGC must also be represented,
as well as the effect of creating hybrid options such as AC
with DC and OHL with UGC.
The optimal routing and technology problem is formulated
around a weighted graph G = (V; E) having four technology
layers and weighted edges signifying costs. For every spatial
point p, there are four associated vertices V representing
possible technologies, as outlined in figs. 5a and 5b. A full
set of edges E between vertices associated with adjacent
spatial points correspond to cables or lines of a given tech-
nology. There are also edges between the vertices associated
5with different technologies at the same spatial point p that
correspond to mechanical or electrical conversions necessary
to join dissimilar technologies. This means that for a graph
with Nx Ny nodes, (10 Nx Ny   3  (Nx +Ny) + 2) edges
exist.
The graph cost function W (pi; Ei) can take on a differ-
ent positive value for every edge j and represents the cost
associated with progressing spatially or switching between
technologies:
W (pi; Ej) =
 
cinv(Ej) + cinst(Ej)  w(pi)

d(Ej)+wswitch(Ej)
(9)
where cinv(Ej) is a technology-dependent investment cost and
cinst(pi; Ej) corresponds to the installation cost dependent on
both location and technology with w(pi) a spatial weighting
factor. d(Ej) is the spatial distance associated with the edge,
and wswitch(Ej) is a technology conversion cost. The cost fac-
tors are also dependent on the optimal capacity K determined
by the other sub-problem, but this is omitted as the quantity
is fixed for a given iteration.
In (9), cinv(Ej) and cinst(Ej) are given in e=km for a
defined reference area. The spatial weight w(pi) defines the rel-
ative difference of installation costs in a certain area compared
to the reference area. In case of offshore cabling a different
cinv(Ej) is used to take price differences between onshore and
offshore cables into account. In the same manner, different
prices are used for offshore and onshore HVDC converters
to take the significant offshore platform costs into account.
To take the additional costs for the switch in technology into
account, the weighting factor wswitch(Ej) is assigned to each
edge of the graph. Fig. 5 shows how the technology switch is
realized. The four technology maps (fig. 5a) are connected at
each vertex x1=y1 to each other. In case of a switch from
AC to DC or DC to AC, the edge is weighted with the
cost of an HVDC converter. In case of a switch within the
same technology to a different cabling option, the weight is
determined using the necessary number of cable systems and
conductors per cable system (fig. 5b). If there is no switch in
technology or cabling option, wswitchi is zero.
To calculate the investment costs for the four transmission
options, the number of conductors and their cross sections
have to be known. The minimum number of conductors and
their cross section are calculated using the rated power of one
transmission path (delivered by the MILP algorithm) and the
rated voltage. AC and DC technology are assigned 400 kV
and 320 kV respectively.
High voltage AC UGC have a high capacitance resulting in
high charging currents. This imposes a maximum distance on
a cable without compensation. It is therefore assumed that the
cable has to be compensated after each cable section of the
length dac ugc (10).
dac;ugc =
p
3INp
2  !  C  UN
(10)
In (10), IN is the nominal current of one conductor, C the
capacitance of the conductor per km and UN the rated voltage
of the conductor. Using the charging current, the rating and
cost of the necessary compensation equipment is determined
and added to the investment costs of AC cables.
To realize longer sections of AC offshore cables in one
path, the cable route must pass an through onshore area
for compensation. Therefore, a distinction in the Dijkstra
algorithm is made between offshore and onshore edges of the
AC UGC graph. Every time when an edge located offshore is
chosen, the offshore length of the selected path is compared
to the maximum AC offshore length dac;ugc. If the maximum
offshore length of one path is reached, the weights of the
next candidate offshore AC edges are multiplied with a large
number, so that they are not chosen by the algorithm. After
a switch from offshore AC to onshore AC or to HVDC
technology, the offshore length of the path is set to zero again
to enable other possible segments with maximum AC offshore
length.
The algorithm to optimize the routing of a transmission
path together with the used technology and the cabling option
is based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [38]. Dijkstra’s
algorithm finds the shortest path between two defined vertices
in a weighted graph. If the weights assigned to the edges of
the graph are costs per km of transmission line, Dijkstra’s
algorithm delivers the minimum transmission equipment cost
between two vertices (11). As all four technology layers are
interconnected, the Dijkstra algorithm delivers the minimum
transmission system cost
min
S
Cequip =
X
E 2S
W (E) (11)
where S is a sequence of edges corresponding to the lowest
cost or “shortest” path. The edges between the four technology
graphs have per definition a length of zero.
VI. CASE STUDY
The developed optimization method is applied to a case
study with 10 candidate nodes as shown in Fig. 6. The
maximum power injection capabilities of the candidate buses
are calculated for the IEEE 24 bus test system [41] with
modified generation, load and branch flow limits, according
[37]. The calculated maximum power injection capabilities of
candidate nodes are provided in Appendix A.
In the case study, the test system is divided in two zones.
Zone 1 consists of buses 1 to 12 and bus 24, and zone 2
consists of buses 13 to 23 [41]. In both zones, 5 buses are
chosen as candidate buses which can serve as connection
points for interconnectors between the two zones. Fig. 6
shows the division of the area of focus in several sub areas
influencing the installation costs of transmission equipment.
The spatial weights reflecting installation costs of the four
different technology options are provided in Table I. These
values are chosen arbitrarily and do not necessarily reflect real
installation and land acquisition cost ratios. Costs, reflecting
soft constraints such as electromagnetic fields, visual and
environmental impact can also be included in these spatial
weights.
A number of case studies are analyzed to verify that the
proposed methodology converges towards the global optimal
solution. Therefore, the total interconnection power, P inter
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(a) Illustration of the weighted graphs for the 4 technologies,
different colors indicate different weights
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(b) Connection of the four weighted graphs at each edge
to enable the technology switch
Fig. 5: Creation of a weighted directed graph containing four technologies as
input for the Dijkstra algorithm
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Fig. 6: Spatial map of area of focus showing candidate nodes in both zones.
The case study resembles the eastern border between France and Spain,
although no attempt is made to obtain actual correct results.
and the maximum power per path, K are varied. During
the calculations, the spatial map as shown in Fig. 6 is used.
As possible power ratings of transmission paths, multiples of
100 MW are considered. The total cost
Ctot =
X
Nb
Cequipment (12)
is the final outcome of the optimization methodology. Table II
compares the computation time as well as the cost difference
TABLE I
SPATIAL WEIGHTS OF THE SUB AREAS FOR THE DIFFERENT
TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS
Area AC OHL DC OHL AC UGC DC UGC
Field 1 1 1 1
Hill 10 8 2 1.5
Mountain 15 12 6 4.5
Sea 40 40 1 0.75
City 20 16 3 2.5
Big city 40 40 3 2.5
Prohibited area 40 40 40 40
between the solution obtained with the proposed method
and global optimum. The global optimum is found using a
brute force approach. Therefore, the minimum costs for each
possible transmission path and power rating are determined
using the optimal routing algorithm as shown in section V.
Using these minimal costs as input, the global optimum is
calculated using the MILP algorithm as described in section
III.
Table II shows that near optimal solutions can be found in a
fraction of the computation time. In case of higher resolutions,
more computation time is saved with the proposed method.
The reason is that the computation time for the optimal routing
algorithm increases exponentially with the resolution, whereas
the computation time for the MILP algorithm is approximately
constant as the number of optimization variables does not
change.
Figure 7 and Table II show how the resolution of spatial
map discretization can affect the final optimal grid topology.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED METHOD (PRO) TO BRUTE
FORCE CALCULATION (BFC), EXCLUDING N-1
P inter K Resolution Ctot Ctot Time (min)
(MW) (MW) (km) (Me) % PRO BFC
7000 2000 4 1983.7 0 58 > 2880
8 1931.4 0.06 10 > 120
7000 3000 4 1983.7 0.24 56 > 4320
8 1916 0.59 16 > 180
6000 2000 4 1680.5 0 60 > 2880
8 1628.7 0.043 12 > 120
6000 3000 4 1680.5 1.94 116 > 4320
8 1621.9 0.466 23 > 180
To obtain the global optimum for the N-1 secure design,
security constraints have to be added to both the MILP
and the optimal routing algorithm which would increase the
computation time drastically. As shown in fig. 2, the proposed
method saves the optimal solution of each iteration. The
optimal solution among all iterations is obtained, after making
circuit additions ensuring N-1 security for each obtained grid
topology. Table III compares the total costs after necessary
circuit additions. In column 4, the total costs are shown which
include additions to the global optimum found with brute
force approach in the N case. Column 5 shows the optimal
N-1 solution obtained with the proposed method. It can be
observed that suboptimal solutions in the N case can deliver
better solutions in the N-1 case. Fig. 8 shows such a case.
In the N case, the costs of the depicted solution add up to
2135.5 Me and are 10.06% higher than the global optimum,
whereas in the N-1 case, the depicted case achieves cost
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(a) Optimal topology calculated with a resolution of 8km excluding N-1
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(b) Optimal topology calculated with a resolution of 4km excluding N-1
Fig. 7: Comparison of different resolutions. Red color indicates HVAC
connections. White color indicates HVDC connections. Solid lines indicate
underground cables. Circles indicate overhead lines. P inter = 7000 MW ,
K = 2000 MW
savings of 9.58% compared to the global optimum of the N
case with necessary circuit additions.
TABLE III
COSTS INCLUDING CIRCUIT ADDITIONS FOR N-1 SECURITY
Pinter K Resolution Ctot Ctot
(MW) (MW) (km) (Me) (Me) %
7000 2000 4 3545.8 3206.1 -9.58
8 3232.9 3092.8 -4.33
7000 3000 4 3367.4 3223.1 -4.29
8 2982.2 2610.9 -12.45
6000 2000 4 2859.1 2583.2 -9.65
8 2590.7 2366.6 -8.65
6000 3000 4 2964.8 2586.8 -12.75
8 2560 2036.9 -20.43
The necessary additional investments to make the grid N-
1 secure add up to 1560 Me for the depicted solution in
Fig. 7b (tab. II and III). Table IV shows the maximum line
overload (Pol;max), the probability of failure (pf ), the mean
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Fig. 8: Optimal topology calculated with a resolution of 4km including N-1
for P inter = 7000 MW , K = 2000 MW
time to repair (mttr) and the calculated costs for the not
served energy (Cens) assuming a lifetime of 25 years for the
solution depicted in Fig. 7b. As costs for not served energy
100 e/MWh are used. Table IV shows that the costs for not
served energy add up to 789.9 Me over a lifetime of 25 years.
This means that the costs for not served energy should be
higher than 197.8 e/MWh to justify the investments into the
N-1 secure scheme.
TABLE IV
COST OF NOT SERVED ENERGY
Branch Pol;max pf mttr Cens
outage MW 1=(km  year) days Me
from-to offsh/onsh/ohl offsh/onsh/ohl
10-14 1500 0.00353 0.125 8.65
9-13 1500 21  10 4 10 248.89
3-11 1100 21  10 4/0.00353 10/0.125 30.89
11-23 900 21  10 4/0.00353 30/10/0.125 498.03
12-14 2000 0.00353 0.125 3.43P
789.9
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper shows a methodology to optimize multizonal
transmission system investments. The advantage of the pro-
posed methodology is that the spatial properties of the area
of focus are taken into account. The best transmission route
and technology are determined depending on the area specific
installation costs of transmission system equipment.
The performance of the optimal routing algorithm only
depends on the chosen resolution to discretize the given area
of focus, whereas the performance of the MILP algorithm
depends on the number of possible nodes and power ratings.
That means in presence of an efficient MILP solver, this
methodology can be applied to larger systems as well.
The optimization of the transmission route together with the
transmission technology allows to include area specific costs
for soft constraints like electromagnetic emissions, visual and
environmental impacts of the transmission system, which are
strong decision criteria for realization of transmission projects.
8With the developed methodology, if known, area specific costs
for the soft constraints can be assigned to the spatial weights
and considered during the optimization.
The paper illustrates that the methodology is able to find
near optimum solutions in a fraction of the computation
time required to find the global optimum. The methodology
includes the N-1 security criterion by making circuit additions
after determining the optimal solution for the N case.
From the point of view of not supplied energy, the feasibility
of designing the system N-1 secure heavily depends on the
costs associated to the not supplied energy. If these costs are
known, investments in additional circuits can be optimized.
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APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF PMPIC AND MPIC
This section is based on [37] and briefly explains the
calculation of the PMPIC vector and the MPIC matrix.
PMPIC illustrates the maximum power injection capabilities
whereas MPIC expresses how the maximum power injection
capability of certain nodes in the power system change due to
injections in other nodes. During the calculation of PMPIC
and MPIC , the probabilistic nature of generators and loads
as well as the cost of generation is taken into account using a
probabilistic optimal load flow approach.
The maximum power injection capability (MPIC) is calcu-
lated using the objective function in (13) where ng is the
number of generators, f ip(p
i
g) the generation costs of generator
i as a function of its power injection, pxg the power injection
of the investigated node x and K a scaling factor. The
optimization constraints are the flow limits of transmission
lines, voltage magnitudes, voltage angle limits, active and
reactive power limits of generators, the Kirchhoff equations
and the system load-generation balance.
min
ngX
i=1
f ip(p
i
g) Kpxg (13)
Using probabilistic load and generation profiles and varying
node x between all nodes in the system, a range of possible
maximum power injections can be obtained for each node
as shown in fig. 9. The figure shows the mean value of the
maximum power injection capability P , its standard deviation
, the most critical branch CB and how often CB reaches its
limits when the maximum injection occurs (LLF ).
Let us consider a node x1. To see the change in the MPIC
of node x1 depending on the injection in another node x2,
a generator is added in node x2. The generator has negative
production costs so it will be selected by the OPF algorithm
described above. The power rating of the generator is varied
among all possible power ratings used in section III. This way,
the change in the MPIC of node x1 depending on the injection
in node x2 can be calculated (1;2;1). In case of absorptions,
.
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Fig. 9: Maximum power injection capabilities of selected nodes in the IEEE
118 bus system [37]
the additional generators are replaced by loads. (14) shows
the structure of MPIC .The first index indicates the affected
node, the second index indicates the effecting nodes and the
third index indicates the power rating.
MPIC =
26664
1;1;1 1;2;1 : : : 1;N;1 : : : 1;N;N
2;1;1 2;2;1 : : : 2;N;1 : : : 2;N;N
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
N;1;1 N;2;1 : : : N;N;1 : : : N;N;N
37775
(14)
Tab. V shows the PMPIC vector such as used in the case
study.
TABLE V
PMPIC USED FOR THE CASE STUDY
Bus Injection Cap. in MW Withdrawal Cap. in MW
3 3029 1324
9 3719 1668
10 4117 1481
11 1787 1670
12 1147 1713
13 1990 6199
14 2969 2279
20 1793 5955
21 5180 6315
23 2701 6399
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